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Abstract 
A platform strategy is the overall elaborate action plan a company has to managing its 
platforms. In general, the use of platforms - what we define as the reuse of a set of core assets 
to achieve a competitive advantage - has both positive and negative effects, affecting the 
internal cfficiencics and effectiveness of a company as well as the characteristics of a product. 
In the paper, we find that the following factors should be considered whcn in the process of 
crcating a platform strategy: the competitive advantage stratcgy of the company, the industrial 
situation, the market situation, and the intcrnal core competencies ofa company, Furthermore, 
we examine each of these areas and give examples of how they influence the platform 
strategy. 

Introduction 
Developing a single product includes numerous complex steps, among them a market 
analysis, a concept development, a feasibility review, a final design review, a market test 
review, and a manufacturing feasibility review lWheelwrighl and Clark'92J. Developing a 
platform - upon which a company can derive a number of products over a period of years or 
evcn decades ~ is evcn more difficult Jor decision makers; uncertainty of the dynamics of 
change in markets, technology, the industry, and even the internal status of the company are 
significant. 
A platfonn strategy is a company's grand plan to manage its platforms ~ to build a match 
betwecn creating a family of attractive products for the market and the reuse of eorc assets 
within the company. A successful stratcgy takes into consideration a broad group of factors 
that cither atlect or arc affected by the company's platforms. The ultimatc goal with platfonns 
is to create a competitive advantage, something that at best is a fleeting commodity that must 
be won again and again [Fine, et al.'02], and the platform strategy has to support this. 
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